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Abstract 

The nucleation of GaN thin films on GaAs is investigated for growth at 

620 "C. An rf plasma cell is used to generate chemically active nitrogen from 

N,. -4n arsenic flux is used in the first ei,oht monolayers of nitride growth to 

enhance nucleation of the cubic phase. Subsequent growth does not require 

an As flux to preserve the cubic phase. The nucleation of smooth interfaces 

and GaN films with low stacking fault densities is dependent upon relative 

concentrations of active nitrogen species in the plasma and on the nitrogen to 

gallium flux ratio. 
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Introduction 

To ai1iiei.e the grcn\'th of single crystal epitaxial of G A S  i)n G 2 . k  t~\ro 

issues must be addressed. First, GaN and GaAs have different crvstal 

structures. GaN forms in the hexagonal wurtzite structure ( Pbjlllc) ivhile 

GaAs forms in the cubic zincblende structure (F43rn). HoweL7er, both crystals 

are based on tetrahedrally bonded units and differ only in the stackins 

sequence along the (0001) hexagonal/(lll) cubic axis. It is well known that a 

cubic substrate template can promote the nucleation of a metastable cubic 
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I 
nitride thin film. This has been demonstrated for GaN growth on cubic 

substrates such as Si, GaAs, Sic  and MgO. One reason to expect the 

promotion of the cubic phase is that it is geometricallv impossible to fully 

relieve the lattice misfit stress between a (001) cubic surface and a well defined 

low index plane in the wurtzite structure via an interfacial dislocation 

network.1 This effect was predicted to be a strong driving force for the 

promotion of n cubic nitride oxiergrowth. 

Second, GaN has a substantially smaller bond length than GaAs. The 

cubic GaN bond length is 0.1949 nm while the bond length of GaAs is 0.2148 

nrn a t  room temperature. This corresponds to a 20.496 mismatch in bond 

length \\.ith respecc to GaXs. With this much mismatch not e\-en a singla 

.- 

I monolayer of Gab! can be supported on a GaAs substrate in the continuum 

elastic limit. Rather there is a critical island diameter of about five G a S  

molecules which can be formed on a GaAs surface before the onset of 

dislocation forma tioi-i. This suggests the .possibilitv of creating a full\- relaxed 
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GaN overlayer on a GaAs substrate. The misfit could be accommodated by a 

square grid of edge dislocations established during the growth of the first one 

to tivo monolavers of GaN. 

A fundamental assumption to be satisfied for the process to work was 

that i t  would be possible, in an ultrahigh vacuum environment, to synthesize 

a GaN surface monolayer on a GaAs substrate via a N + As replacement 

reaction. The reaction of GaAs with P or Sb fluxes can be tailored to yield 

smooth atomically abrupt interfaces.2-5 In the case of binary heterojunctions 

of GaSb or InSb on GaAs relaxation is accomplished by the formation of a 

square array of edge dislocations at the interface.6-9 GaSb on GaAs has a 

mismatch 7.S% and the edge dislocation array is associated with two 

monolayer corrugation of the interface with a periodicity roughly equal to the 

dislocation spacing. For InSb on GaAs the misfit is 14.6% and the interfaces 

are not corrugated. Instead the interfaces are "rippled" with a fairly regular 

period of 40-50 nm and an amplitude of zbout 3 nm. The nonplanaritv of the 

interfaces is driven by surface stress associated with the lattice mismatch 

between the two materials. The difference between finding corrugation and 

rippling is likely due to the fact that there is a finite critical layer thickness for 

dislocation formation for GaSb on GaAs while GaAs can support 

pseudomorphic InSb only as submonolaver islands which promotes the 

formation of the edge dislocation array.9 If the reaction of nitrogen nrith a 

GaAs surface were limited to the first 1-2 monolayers then the 20.306 



mismatch between GaN and GaAs should result in the ic>rmation of a regular 

edge dislocation arrav with a relatively p lanar  inte&c+ 

The first phase in this investigation i \ -as to ini-es:igate the reaction of 

ammonia with a GaAs substrate and with elemental GF. deposited on a GaAs 

substrate. No reaction was observed at temperatures u~ to 640 "C at which 

point the GaAs begins to decompose with the preferer.ria1 evaporation of 

arsenic. Based on beam flux measurements it was found that a temperature 

of 690+1 "C was required to crack the ammonia in the gas injection cell. This 

is consistent with the fact that GaN could be readil\- groix-n at 700 "C with 

uncracked ammonia and elemental Ga. 

During growth at 700 "C with ammonia, degraczrion of the GaAs/GaN 

interface was observed and only hexagonal GaN films ;\.ere obtained. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigations showed that Ga was 

being lost from the GaAs matrix leaving behind elemental As. To address 

this issue an rf plasma source was substituted for the Lmmonia source. The 

intent was to produce chemically active nitrogen rrorr. ;ne plasma to allow 

growth at lower temperatures. After characterizing the plasma cell a 

GaAs/GaN nucleation study was performed varying both the nitrogen flow 

(for a fixed rf potx-er) and the Ga flux to opyirnize T?,? 5-r:ictural and electrical 

properties of the interface. An arsenic flux [\-as erLple-:?d during the growth 

of the first eight GaN monolayers to promote cubic r.r?.se nucleation. The 

obserl-ed trends suggest that both the nitrogen to gall:.:.m flux ratio and the 

relative concentration of nitrogen species in the F ~ Z S K - Z  flux are  important in 



determining the quality of the interface and the stacking fault densitv in the 

G a N ove rgroLc t h . 



Experimental Setup 

Nucleation and growth exDt'rin;ents i\'ere performed in a RIBER 32P 

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) svsttm. GaK films 50-100 nm thick were 

deposited on 500 nm n- (2x1O1"/cm') GaAs:Sn epilayers grown on 200 nm n* 

GaAs:Sn epilayers to bury the interface with the n+ GaAs substrate. Ga and Sn 

were evaporated from conventional effusion cells. As4 was evaporated from 

a valved cracking cell with the cracking section held at 600 "C. Valving was 

used to obtain abrupt changes in the As flux. Active nitrogen was obtained 

using an Oxford Applied Research (OAR) rVlPD21R rf plasma source. The 

nitrogen was supplied from the boil-off of the clean room LN, supply and 

passed through a NanochemT:vl purifilter prior to being sent to the plasma 

source. 

All experiments were performed on nominally singular (001) n' GaAs 

substrates. The n'/n- epitaxial GaAs buffer layers were designed to allow the 

C-V and I-V characterization of the GaN/GaAs interface. The GaAs was 

alwavs grown at 590 "C with As4 using Sn as a dopant. The As,/Ga beam 

equivalent pressure (BEP) ratio on an ion gauge in the growth position was 

15:l. Upon completion of the GaAs buffer laver the Ga and Sn fluxes were 

stopped ivhile the As, f lus !vas left on. T!?e Ga ce!! temperature ix'as reset to 

that desired for the GaN growth and the substrate temperature was increased 

to 620 "C. When the Ga cell and substrate temperatures had stabilized, a 

nitrogen plasma was lit behind a closed shutter. Prior to lighting the plasma 

RHEED indicated a n  As rich (2 x 4) surface reconstruction. The nucleation 
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and growth experiments described in the present work ivere performec, ' s i ~  

opening rhe ?!~sm; shutter immediatelv after lighting and tuning the L-lasrna 

cell. 

At  620 =C under an As, flux, plasma activated nitrogen leaking zround 

the closed shutter was found to create an intense (3 x 3) reconstruction i\-hich 

subsequently transformed into a (1 x 1) GaN pattern (nitrogen rich surfzce 

reconstruction) in a matter of 2 to 5 minutes. The (3 x 3) reconstruction was 

found to give rise to a 3 x reconstruction along the (100) azimuth as i\-eil as 

the two (110) azimuths. Attempts to control the transformation from the (3 x 

3)  to a streaky GaN pattern a t  620 "C in a migration enhanced epitaxy Inode 

alternately adding a monolayer of Ga and relighting the plasma source behind 

the closed shutter were unsuccessful. 

The (3 x 3) reconstruction has been reported by several goupslo-15. 

The real space structure giving rise to the reconstruction has been studi-.d by 

scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)14J5 . The structure has been prpposed 

to arise from rows of nitrogen dimer pairs separated by single dimer l-zcancy 

roit's. It has been noted that nitrogen dimers should be energeticalli- L.:.statlle 

due to the small N-N bond lengthl6. We suggest that the (3 x 3) strucrLre is 

. .  due to antiparallel As-N dimer pairs, i.e. a square A s N ,  - -  block separate: 

dimer t-acanci- rows. This would relax both bond length and chargs tr:..=sfer 

constraints. Further, As-N bonds are known to be stable on the Ga.45' 1 :'I) 

surface up  to ~t least 450 "C in the absence of atomic hydrogen17 



Experiments using plasma activated nitrogen were performed using a n  

orifice plate on the plasma cell containing 37 holes 1 mm in diameter 

(referred to henceforth as the high - conductance orifice). Unless otherwise 

wecified, experiments were run with a rf poLver of 300 W delivered to the 

plasma. Lighting the plasma required an initial flow of 20 sccm of N,. Upon 

lighting the plasma the N, floIv \cas reduced to that desired for growth and 

the source was tuned to-minimize reflected power. As soon as the plasma 

source was tuned the nitrogen shutter and the Ga shutter were opened 

manually. The nitrogen shutter was opened first followed as quickly as 

possible by the Ga shutter. The As: source was left on for approximately the 

first eight monolayers of GaN growth at  which time it was valved off. 

The nitrogen supply was initiated slightly before the Ga supply to avoid 

forming a Ga rich surface which is believed to promote the nucleation of the 

hexagonal phase. The presence of an As flux during the growth of GaN has 

also been reported to enhance the purity of the cubic phase during epitaxy 

using an rf plasma source although GaAs precipitates were often observed in 

PGaN grown under an As, flux at temperatures of less than 700 "C. 1s The 

intent here was to guarantee an A s  rich surface stoichiometry throughout the 

nucleation stage while minimizing the potential for GaAs precipitation 

during growth at 620 "C. Growth times for the GaN were intended to product. 

films either SO or 100 nm thick. Due to the high densitv of nitrogen 

molecules/ions/atoms in the plasma stream substantial gas phase scattering 

of the Ga out of its normal beam path occurred. 



To calibrate the Ga flux, M E E D  oscillations of GaAs growth using the 

desired Ga flux were first performed in a vacuum. This gives a Ga flux 

related to the dimensions and temperature of the etfusion cell. For this 

miasurement the Ga mean free path in the vacuum system is much greater 

than the distance from the effusion cell to the substrate. The measurement 

was then repeated as a function of N, flow through the unlit plasma source. 

For growth in high background pressures kinetic theory implies that the 

effective metal flux, jm, reaching the substrate should vary as 

j, = j,,/(l+mLP/kT) 

where jmo is the metal flux reaching the substrate in a vacuum, cs is the 

molecular cross-section, L is the distance from the source to the substrate, P is 

the background pressure, and kT is the thermal energy of the metal beam. 11 

In the present application the growth rate under a nitrogen flux, RNZ, was 

measured as a function of nitrogen flow into the plasma cell, QNZ. The data 

\\'as fit to an expression of the form 

R,, = R J ( 1  + ToN2) 

where R, is the growth rate in vacuum and r is a constant. The substitution 

of <by. for P is based on the observed linear leariation P,, 

the beam equivalent nitrogen pressure measured on an ion gauge in the 

growth position measured in mTorr and the Qx2 is measured in sccm. For 

0.0246@,,. P,, is 

GaAs and InAs r = 0.0451, for AlAs r = 0.0922. The similaritv between the 

GaAs and In& values and the large disparity Lvith the AlAs value suggest gas 

9 



phase reaction with the A1 reduces the effective A1 flux before it reaches the 

substrate. Rased on  ellipsometrically determined nitride laver thicknesses a 

further 10-204:, reduction in the Ga flux results when a plasma stream 

replaces a cold N, stream at a fixed flow rate. The substitution of the plasma 

for the cold nitrogen increases the kinetic energy and reactivity of the 

nitrogen providing two paths for the increased Ga flux reduction. 

Growth times for the GaN films were estimated from GaAs growth 

rates measured under flowing N,. The GaAs growth rate was then converted 

to a GaN growth rate by scaling according to the relative atomic densities of 

the two crystals. The resulting rate is designated R,,(GaN). In some 

experiments the effect of plasma related scattering was  factored into the 

growth time calculation. This estimation of growth rate assumes (001) PGaN 

growth. Given that the densities of the two crystal structures are virtually 

identical the PGaN growth rate will be reasonably accurate for estimating the 

thickness of either single or mixed phase epitaxial films. 

To evaluate the plasma composition at  300 W rf input power the 

optical emission spectrum of the nitrogen plasma between 300 nm and 900 

nm w7as measured as a function of nitrogen floiv into the plasma cell. The 

flow was varied from 1.0 to 10.0 sccm in 0.5 S C C ~  increments. These specxa 

were evaluated to determine the relative proportions of nitrogen in an 

excited electronic state (Nz*), nitrogen ions (N,- and X-), and electronicall\- 

excited neutral atomic nitrogen (No) as a function of nitrogen flow into the 

plasma cell. These results were compared to results obtained when the rf 
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source was first installed with the manufacturer’s supplied orifice \vi th 37 

hole 0.5 mm in diameter and having a lower conductance than that used in 

the present study. The low conducrance geometry has been used in studies of 

rf plasma grown GaN in other laboratories. 19120 

The grown films were subject to structural, electrical, and optical 

characterization. KMAP x-ray studies provide information on crystal phase 

purity, stacking fault density and planar asymmetry. TEM studies provided 

more detailed information on the same properties for a few select samples as 

well as information on the structure of the interface. Atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) was used to evaluate the surface roughness and 

morphology. The rms roughness was measured over 1 and 5 

The results were typically independent of scan area to within 0.1 nm. 

squares. 

Ellipsometry at the red HeNe 633 nm wavelength was used to measure the 

radial variation of film thickness and refractive index. The index appears to 

correlate strongly with GaN/GaAs interface qualitv. Most samples were 

fabricated into iMIS capacitor structures and I\[ and CV measurements were 

made to assess the electrical properties of the GaN/GaAs interface. 
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Characterization of the RF Plasma Cell 

The plaisma source was characterized by measuring the optical 

emission from the plasma cell under various operating conditions. Emission 

spectra were measured between 300 and 900 nm. Of the many possible 

transitions for molecular and atomic nitrogen species only seven initial state 

configurations were observed. Not all species are detectable as they rnav have 

very long lifetimes or d o  not emit in the observable range. For a fixed power 

level of 300 W optical emission spectra from the plasma cell were recorded for 

flows from 1.0 to 10.0 sccm every 0.5 sccm. In all spectra emission associated 

with NZ*, N2+, No, and N' can be identified 21-23 . N," is considered to be a 

significant species because initial state configuration of the 2"(' positive system 

of N," has an energy greater than that required to dissociate the bond. It has 

- been speculated that N,* may play an active role in the growth of some 

nitrides. 24 Emission from the pure N, plasma in the 300-500 nm range is 

dominated by emission from the Yd positive system of N,*. Many of these 

peaks overlap with emission lines from NzA, No, and N'. In the range 560-800 

nm emission is dominated by the 1" positive series of N,*. Significant 

exceptions are the infrared afterglow (IRA, also referred to as the Y band) 

emission line a t  674 nm and the No emission line a t  7-15 nm. The two 

significant features above 800 nm are emission from No. 

To a l l o ~  a comparison of relative emission intensities an attempt !vas 

made to find characteristic emission lines for each specie which did not 

o\rerlap with lines due to other nitrogen species. This was not always possible 



and compromises had to be made. A representative emission spectrum is 

shown in Figure 1 for a nitrogen flo\v of 4 sccm. The purest representatit-e 

lines are those for the 2"" p0sitii.e system at 314 nm, the lst positive s)-stern at 

632 nm, the I P d  line a t  674 nm and the No line at 825 nm. The lines chosen 

for N,' (391 nm) and N-+ (464 nm) both contain some background from the 2"' 

positive system of N:'. The strongest line in the spectrum just belonr 360 nm 

mixes substantial contributions from N,* and N,' while what appears to be 

the strongest No line at  745 nm contains a strong N,* contribution. Some of 

the emission lines appearing in the present spectra are not found in the 

published spectra for similar plasma sources. This is attributed to differences 

in orifice plate geometry and plasma cell size as discussed below. 

For an input power of 300 W the absolute intensities of the chosen 

lines of four species most likely to contribute to growth are shown in Figure 2. 

Each specie shows a unique functional dependence on flow rate. All increase 

sublinearly with flow and the ionic species saturate with increasing flow 

more rapidly than the neutral species. To consider the change i n  the relative 

intensities of emission lines a background intensity of 43.5 was subtracted 

from each spectrum. The 2"d positive system N2* line at 314 nm was chosen 

as  a reference. This choice has tTvo ad\-antages. First, the concentration of 

N,' emitting in the 2"* positive system has been reported to correlate i v - i t h  the 

concentration of N" in the plasma. 35 

!ines both sit on a background due to 2"d positive svstem emission. -4s will be 

Second, the strongest ionic emission 

seen below, in contrast with neutral species, relative concentrations of ionic 
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data is included to facilitate comparison with growth studies performed by 

other groups using-OAR sources. All growth experiments and the plasma 

data reported above pertain to the high conductance orifice plate (37 Y 1 mm 

holes). For a given gas flow it  took more power to light a plasma using the 

LCOP. Figure -I illustrates a comparison a t  300 W input polt'er for a nitrogen 

species decrease with increasing gas flow. When the intensity of the ionic 

emission line no longer changes with increasing gas flow i t  is possible that  

the ionic emission has essentially dropped to zero and we are measuring onlv 

the N,* background. 

The variation of the N2* lst positive system, N,+, N' and No with 

respect to the N2* 2"' positive system as a function of gas f1ov.I rate is shown in 

Figure 3. The variation of the intensity of the IRA line tracks that of the 1" 

positive system fairly closely and is not shown. From the figure it may be 

seen that the relative intensity of emission from the N,* 1" posititre system 

increases slightly with increasing flow rate (as does the IRA emission) while 

the relative intensities of N,' and N' decrease. Saturation of the N,- signal 

occurs at about 8 sccm while saturation of the N' signal occurs at about 5.0 

sccm. 

Finally, we consider the relative performance of the plasma source 

with the low conductance orifice plate (LCOP) (37 x 0.5 IIIIII 11oIt.s'r. The LCOP 

flow rate of 2.0 sccm. Optical emission spectra were normalized to the N,* 3"" 

positive emission line at 314.1 nm. The most dramatic difference is the 

increase in the atomic nitrogen lines a t  745 nm, 825 nm, and S6S nrn [isins 



the LCOP. Increases in the production of N,- and N’ are much smaller. The 

recorded absolute intensity of the emission from the LCOP was about two 

orders of magnitude brighter than tor the high conductance orifice plate 

(HCOP) but this comparison must be qualified. Between the two 

measurements the tubulation providing the line-of-sight path from the 

plasma cell to the spectrometer was bent. Because the spectrometer could no 

longer be sighted along the axis of the plasma the difference in intensities is 

very likely exaggerated. 
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GaN/GaAs Interfaces 

In the first series of experiments with plasma actiirated nitroger? both 

the Ga flux and the N, flow into the rf source were varied. PreLTious results 

it-ith ammonia based groivth implied that atomic nitrogen aggrcssivel\. 

attacks GaAs. If this is true then higher nitride growth rates which bur?. the 

GaAs faster might result in better interfaces. Hence, the object was to look for 

stoichiometry related variations in crystal quality and growth rate related 

variations in interfacial smoothness and substrate damage26r27 . In these 

experiments stoichiometry has to be interpreted broadly. Varying the 

.nitrogen flow varies the relative concentrations of four chemically active 

nitrogen species. Each of these might be expected to have very different 

kinetic behaviors in the nucleation and growth of GaN. 

A summary of the results is shown in Figure 5. The abscissa is the N, 

flow into the plasma cell and the ordinate is R,,(GaN). Figure 5 plots 

nineteen experimental data points each labeled by a run number. The solid 

lines define a band in which pure PGaN nitride films were obtained. Below 

the band, degradation of the interface is observed. Above the band, columns 

of aGaN are observed embedded in the predominantlj. PGaN film. The 

dashed line denotes a boundary where the surface roughness abruptlv 

increases and the refractive index decreases slightlv. The 1-ariation of the 

dashed line is extrapolated by assuming i t  to be roughly parallel to the solid 

line boundaries. Identification of the phase boundarv separating pure cubic 

and mixed cubic/hexagonal films is based on KMAP and TEl I  analvsis. 



Cross-sectional TEM images were made parallel and perpendicular to the 

major flat of the substrate. The substrates were SEMT specification lvith the 

major flat perpendicular to the [ l i O ]  direction. All samples Lvere found to 

contain high densities of stacking faults (SFs) on (111} planes. The SF density 

in cross-sections parallel to the major flat is typically an order of magnitude 

lower than the densitv observed in cross-sections perpendicular to the major 

flat. The asymmetry in stacking fault distribution could be due several 

factors: differences in the structure of a and 0 disIocations, their respective 

partials, or their mobilities. 

Of the samples characterized by TEM, 356 and 359 had the most nearly 

perfect cubic crystalline structures. The TEM for 356 is shown in Figure 6. 

The stacking fault density decreases away from the substrate toward the top 

surface in a 20 nm thick interfacial layer. This suggests that the quality of the 

GaN layer increases with thickness for stoichiometric growth conditions. 

Arsenic doping of the interfacial GaN region mav also decrease the stacking 

fault energy making formation of stacking faults more likely near the 

interface. The interface was rough on the scale of five monolayers laterally 

and verticallv in the cross-section perpendicular to the major flat and 

substantiailv stnookher in  the orthogonal cross-section There did not appear 

to be any alloying between the GaAs and the GaN in any of the samples. 

Sample 3S3 \vas similar to 356 in both refractive index and surface roughness. 

The film quality is not too different than that of 356 but  the interface is 

stightiy rougher in both cross-sections. TEM images of sample 359 shoived a 



thinner tilm ivith the smoothest interface and the loivest stackins fault 

Lensitics in both (110) directions of any sample in the stridy. 

. The results from the KMAP x-ray analysis are consistent xvith the TEhl 

xsults. Figure 7(a) shows the KMAP for 356 with the x-ray line source 

Darallel to the major flat. The strongest diffraction feature is the (002) 

reflection of cubic GaN. The distortion of the spot into a crescent shape is due 

to the high density of SFs in the crystal. For this orientation of the substrate 

the x-ray path intersects the higher density of SFs as they are diffracted. A 

simiiar distortion is observed by electron diffraction in the TEM. When 

sample 356 is rotated 90" the diffraction feature appears as shown in Figure 

7(b). In this orientation the path of the x-rays intersects the low densitv of SFs 

and the feature is more nearly elliptical. The interesting distortion is directly 

below the center of the feature and is again due to the higher density of SFs 

ivhich are now orthogonal to the x-ray path. The same is true for the TEM 

s!ec:ron diffraction pattern for this orientation. KIIAPs  for other pure cubic 

samples are qualitatively the same with slightly broader diffraction features. 

The PGaN films are also well oriented with respect to the substrate. This is 

>emonstrated by our ability to find asJmmetric (113) reflections. In a.41N 

films groIim iirith either ammonia or plasma N, \\-e ha\.e never observed 

.:symmetric reflections due to rotational disorder in the alignment of the 

3O.i) hexagonal basal plane with respect to the (001) cubic substrate surface. 



A comparison of the samples grown Lvith a nitrogen flow of 2.3 sccm 

illustrates the effect of varving the gallium flux for a fixed nitrogen i'oiv into 

the plasma cell. TEM for these samples are taken in the cross-section 

perpendicular to the major flat which more clearly illustrate the deiecti1.e 

structure. While the interface roughness is limited to a few monola\+ers, the 

GaAs substrate contains voids or pits which were probably formed due to the 

outdiffusion of Ga atoms into the GaN. The GaN layer also contains 

misoriented grains and a high density of stacking faults. Stacking faults 

originate at the interface and at grain boundaries. Twinned cubic and 

hexagonal grains were also observed near the interface while the top of the 

GaN layer was cubic. For the lowest Ga flux, 346, pyramidal pits are apparent 

in the GaAs substrate as seen in Figure 8(a). Small grains of hexagonal GaN 

are observed just above the interface. In sample 343, shown in Figure S(b) 

with a higher Ga flux the pits appear to be semicircular and the interfacial 

hexagonal grains have disappeared. The films grown at the two highest 

fluxes, 356 and 357, are free of pits in the GaXs. TEM observations do not 

preclude the possibility of point defect damage in the GaAs. 

Previously, in the work with ammonia at higher growth temperatures, 

such pits n'ere associated icith the extensix-e loss of Ga from the GaAAs. 

Residual As was found to crjistallize in the 1-oids produced by the 

decomposition of the GaXs. Degradation of the GaAs under conditions of 

nitrogen rich nucleation and growth may cause the apparent increase in the 

measured film refractive index which assumes a perfect substrate and 
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interface. Pitting has been observed in other rvork 1 ~ ~ 1 t h  rf plasma sources but 

has not been reported for nitrides gro1t.n \t*ith ECR t i p ?  wurces 3329  . Since 

ECR sources produce primarily N2+ ions it is suggested that  pitting is a 

consequence of the attack of atomic nitrogen during nucleation and early 

stages of growth ruhen the nitride film is thin enough to allow the 

indiffusion of atomic nitrogen. 

Sample 357 was grown at the highest Ga flux for a nitrogen flow of 2.0 

sccm and is shown in Figure 9. This layer shows no pits but does have 

relatively large grains of hexagonal GaN embedded in the predominately 

cubic film. The grains are columnar and appear roughly conical near their 

origin. The apex is typically seen at  or near the GaXs/GaN interface. Thus, 

the layer has a columnar structure with the lateral size of the grains equal to 

15-20 nm. Ga-rich nucleation promoted tsvice as rough an interface in 

comparison with stoichiometric growth because of the high affinity of N to 

Ga. It also leads to multiple twinning and formation of areas of the 

hexagonal phase during the initial stag,e of GaN growth. Hexagonal grains 

(Figure 9) often tower over the (001) PGaS surface by 3-7 nm resulting in a 

rough surface morphology. The axis of the column corresponds to the (00.1) 

direction oi the uGaN crystal and is para ik i  to the (001) growth axis of the 

PGaN film. This result is consistent lt-itl-, zrei.ious reports that Ga rich 

gro\\-th results in mixed phase films. 



The KMAP peaks for samples 346, 343, 356, and 357 are shown in Figure 

10. The samples were oriented so that the diffraction senses the stacking 

faults densities illustrated in the TEM images above. The crescent shape 

distortion diagnostic of a high stacking fault density is apparent for each 

sample. Samples 346 and 357 both have a second feature below the cubic (002) 

spot corresponding to the hexagonal phase (00.2) diffraction feature. This 

feature is stronger for sample 357 which is consistent with the higher fraction 

of hexagonal GaN observed by TEM. 

The KMAPs for 360 and 382 are qualitatively similar to the KiMAP for 

357. Samples 357 and 382 have similar intensity in the (002) peak while the 

intensity of 360 is 510% weaker. This correlates with the ellipsometric result 

that 360 is about 10% thinner than the other two. Samples 373 and 374 both 

have (00.2) peaks appearing in their KMAPs, however, the more intense (002) 

peaks are more nearly elliptical than in all other samples. This suggests that 

the formation of extended planar defects, i.e. stacking faults, has been 

suppressed in favor of smaller crystalline domains. Finally, samples 3-16 and 

390, grown under relatively nitrogen rich conditions also have hexagonal 

inclusions. The intensity and shape of the (002) peak of 346 clearly suggests 

the presence of stacking faults. The (002) interxity of 3913 is the ~ueakest ot any  

other sample measured from this set. The appearance of the hexagonal phase 

in 346 and 390 is attributed to the rapid degradation of the GaXs substrate 

under extremely nitrogen rich nucleation conditions. Some correlation \vi th 

the appearance of "pits" in the substrate as observed in 343 and 346 bv TEM is 



expected. The greater degradation of 390 as compared to 316 supports the 

hvpothesis that substrate degradation is associated with atomic nitrogen. 

The radial thickness variation of the epitaxial films has been measured 

by ellipsometry. Results for eight of the crvstals near the boundarv separating 

the pure cubic from the mixed phase nucleation are shown in Figure 11. Pure 

cubic phase crystals are shown with solid lines while mixed phase crystals are 

represented with dashed lines. Most of the crystals decrease monotonically in 

thickness moving outward from 0.1 in to 0.9 in. from the center of the 

substrate. Some crystals show a slight decrease in film thickness exactly at the 

center of the wafer. The radial decrease in film thickness is typically 15-20%, 

center-to-edge. The smoother films with the lowest refractive index appear to 

be the most nonuniform. In all cases but one the thickness appears to 

decrease monotonically. Sample 383 deviates from this functional form being 

too thick at  large radii. All of the samples nucleated and grown with a high 

nitrogen to gallium flux ratio show similar behavior. All mixed phase 

samples grown with a low nitrogen to gallium flux ratio and not shown i'n 

Figure 11 show only the monotonic behavior. 

The radial variation of the refractive index of the same set of samples 

\vas also characterized. The better samples t\rpicc?!l:- ha[-e lolre: refracti1.e 

indices and unlike the thickness variation the better samples show less 

Xrariation center-to-edge. Some of the radial variation mav be due to the 

interpretation of the measurement which assumes uniform planar films of 

GaAs and GaN with perfect interfaces and smooth surfaces. In the mixed 



phase films some of the variation in the index mav also reflect a variation in 

the fraction of the hexagonal phase which has an  index slightly lower than 

that of the cubic phase. The correlation between rms surface roughness and 

the Luafer center refractive index for is shown in Figure 12. The solid circles 

represent films grown with nitrogen flow rates in the range of 2-5 sccm. The 

normal (pointing up) triangles represent films grown a t  a flow rate of 1 sccm 

where the plasma contains the highest proportion of ionic species (347, 355). 

=,e inverted triangles (pointing down) represent films grown at 7.5 sccm 

where the plasma is saturated with neutral species (3S2, 383, 389, 390). Films 

grown with 2-5 sccm nitrogen flows follow a square root dependence of rms 

roughness, R, on index measured at 633 nm. The best know value for PGaN 

at this wavelength is 2.355 as determined by Kohler et aL30 The fit minimizes 

at n = 2.368 with the lowest measured value being n = 2.378 for sample 359. 

All other values are greater than 2.385. 

The extreme outlier is 390 which is the onlv sample in Figure 12 grown 

in the nitrogen rich regime with interfacial aGaK grains. The indexes of the 

other samples falling in this region, 346 and 348 (see Figure 5), could not be 

ex4uated by the ellipsometer using, a two layer model. These samples had 

rms roughnesses of 43 and 23 A, respectiL-elj,. The samples grown in the 2-3 

sccm region with the square root variation of roughness xvith index are 

primarily single phase PGaX with smooth GaN /GaAs interfaces. Samples 

grolvn under nitrogen rich conditions with interfacial uGaN grains have the 



roughest surfaces with high or unmeasurable interfaces. Films nucleated 

under ion rich conditions are worse than films nucleated under neutral rich 

conditions. The index of 34s cannot be measured, that of 390 can although 

the surface is rougher. The four 37s samples grown at 7.5 sccm which are not 

shown in Figure 12 are rough, 22-40 r\ rms, have measurable indices of about 

2.4 which do not correlate with the roughness. Sample 347 in the pure PGaN 

region of the map is rougher than any similar sample grown in the 2-5 sccm 

range and 355 is rougher than 357 or 360. 

With the exception of sample number 379, MIS capacitors were 

fabricated from all of the films and their I-V and C-V characteristics were 

measured. Concerning 1-11 characteristics the follonying observations are 

made. All samples are leaky. The best samples exhibit much higher leakage. 

The current behavior has the form of Schottky emission with an apparent 

activation energy of 0.7 eV for the best samples and about 0.8 eV for the other 

samples. This is consistent with the estimation that the conduction band 

offset is about +0.2 eV going from GaAs to GaN31 I From the C-V 

characteristics it is found that none of the samples show significant 

modulation of the Fermi level a t  the GaN/GaAs interface. The poorer 

samples behave as if the Fermi le\-sl is pinned in the upper half of the GaAs 

band gap. Nitridization of GaAs with and ECR plasma source has been 

shown to introduce several traps in the upper half oi the GaAs band gap3'. 

The best samples (assuming the ellipsometric thicknesses are accurate) 

behave as t!iough the Fermi le\.el is pinned near the GaAs conduction band 



and that there is a high density of defect states in the GaK. The high 

capacitance measured for these samples ~ ~ o u l d  reauire incomplete depletion 

i r i  the GaN la\.er. This t\rould occur if the defect state density in the GdN were 

at  a level of a t  least lx10”/cni3 which is not unreasonable. 

With reference to Figure 5 the best samples are 347, 356, 35S, 359, 383, 

arid 389. Better samples are closer to the boundari- separating the pure PGaN 

films and the mixed phase films grown under Ga rich conditions. I-V data for 

films grown at 4.0 sccm, or more, and close to the pure/mixed boundary are 

shown in Figure 13. Pure cubic films are shown as solid lines and mixed 

phase films as dashed lines. The pure cubic films tend to have more nearly 

ideal Schottky characteristics than mixed phase films and mixed phase films 

grown at nitrogen flows greater than 4.0 sccm are significantly better than 

those grown below 4.0 sccm. The latter fact is attributed to neutral rich 

growth above 4.0 sccm. The best characteristic associated with sample 359 is 

additionally marked by diamonds. This sample had the most nearly ideal C- 

V characteristic and was the onlv sample in which the nitride thickness 

extracted from the capacitance measurement was in close agreement with the 

thickness determined by ellipsometry. 

O\-erall, the combined results suggest that tb,e best nucleation and 

0 crowth occurs for conditions close to that used for sample 359. This sample is 

pure cubic GaN l-ery close to the cubic/& rich niixeci phase boundarv. The 

acti\*e nitrogen flux is just about to saturate icith ircreasing N, floi\.. The 

surface is sinooth and the refractive index is the sriallest lcith the least 



variation across the substrate of any sample. The electrical characteristics are 

consistent irith Schottki- transport over a small n-tlve - -  CaN barrier separating 

the GaAs and the metal. Samples grolvn a t  higher nitrogen flows seem to be 

better than those grown a t  lower flow rates suggesting that relative 

concentrations of ionic and neutral nitrogen species is important. 

- .  
_ . I  I 



Discussion of Plasma Activated Nucleation and Growth 

The goal of the activity i v a s  to nc1iim.e a n  abruDt electricallv neutral 

interface betiireen GaAs and GaN. The first step is the formation of an 

atomically abrupt and smooth interface. With the exception of monolayer 

islands of GaN embedded in a GaAs matrix there are few demonstrations of 

abrupt planar interfaces between Ga As and C a N . 1 2 1 ~ 3 3 - ~ 5  The only 

comparable results are for an ultrathin (5-7 monolayers) GaN film also grown 

by plasma assisted MBE.36 The TEM cross-section of sample 356 parallel to 

the major flat has the smoothest interface and possibly the lowest stacking 

fault density ever demonstrated for GaN lavers of comparable or greater 

thickness grow7n on GaAs. This comparison includes all reports of GahT on 

GaAs including samples grown by MOCVD, plasma assisted MOCVD and 

MOMBE, and plasma assisted GSMBE. 

Another criterion these nitride films should satisfy is that they be of 

uniform thickness and have smooth surfaces. Sample 359 has an rms surface 

roughness of only -1 A. Despite this fact the W E E D  patterns along the two 

orthogonal (110) directions were not identical. They were not as streaky as 

others demonstrated in the literature for GaN on GaAs and at no time was a 

rzionstruciim other than (1 x 1) e\.t>r o b ~ e r ~ ~ e d  during groivth of GaN. 

Streaky (2 x 2) reconstructions for growth on GaAs substrates have been 

reported for  growth from a dc gloiv discharge or ECR plasma source 11r3; .  The 

(2  x 2) reconstruction is associated with an  As/N stabilized surface Lvhile a c(2 



x 2) reconstruction may be associated with an  As induced Ga stabilized 

surface.js TEh 1 s h i \ - s  \.eri- rough interfaces bet\\.esn the substrates and the 

overlavers. Using an  ECR source smooth surfaces 1nai.e been shown to be due 

to bombardment of the epitaxial surface by enersetic nitrogen ions. Bv tuning 

the ion energy the crystallinity and planarity of the GaN may be 0ptimized.3~ 

Relative to ECR sources the rf source used in the present study 

produces a much higher concentration of neutral species and presumably all 

species have a lower kinetic energy component as they reach the substrate. 

This is a consequence of eliminating the magnetic fields accelerating ions in 

the direction of the substrate. In this respect rf sources may be superior to 

other types of plasma sources as it has also been shoivn that while ion 

bombardment of the film promotes smooth surfaces it also introduces lattice 

damage in the nitride films which does not anneal out at temperatures low 

enough to be compatible with growth on GaAs substrates. 

The issue of planaritv appears to be a serious one for the rf plasma 

source. The best films are also the most nonuniform in thickness. Similar 

nonuniformity has been reported by Foxon and coworkers using the same 

type of plasma cell with a LCOP. Their results were determined by optical 

reflectance measurements assuming a refractil-e index of 2.3 for the GaN ~ ~ , ~ o  

. This effect mav be primarilv due to the use of high pressure (plasma) gas 

injector as reported bv Panish and Siimski for the grotXTth of GaInAsP using 

thermally cracked arsine and phosphine 

nonuniformitj. \\.as sensitive to the qeometry of the effusion end of their gas 

. ?he degree of As,/P, f lus  



injectors and fell off much faster than a cosine distribution. Foxon's group 

has noted that the nonuniformity is greater f o r  higher nitrogen flows while a 

dependence on both nitrogen and gallium fluxes has been observed in the 

present ivork. 

The nonuniformity doesn't seem to be related to scattering of the Ga 

Seam by the nitrogen as the nonuniformity is insensitive to increases in the 

nitrogen flux which strongly affect the amount of Ga scattered away from the 

substrate. A1 is more strongly scattered than Ga is and the nonuniformity of 

AlN films is typically 2530% as compared to 1.520% for GaN films. Another 

possibility is that the growth rate is dependent on the profile of a particular 

nitrogen specie. Certainly, the neutral species N2* and No will be 

concentrated along the axis of the beam path while N,- and N- will have 

increasingly broad profiles due to simple electrostatic repulsion between the 

ions as they move toward the substrate. Some of the nonmonotonic 

thickness variations may ultimately be found to correlate with the different 

profiles of the various ai:i\re nitrogen species. 

The nucleation and growth experiments produced several interesting 

results which were not anticipated from past experience with other 111-V 

hcteroepitaxial system. The first is the dramatic dependence of thickness and 

uniformity as a function of Ga flux for a fixed nitrogen flow into the plasma 

cell. The second is that as  the growth conditions become increasingly Ga rich 

the interface quality, as measured by the refractive index, first deteriorates and 

then apparently improves. Finally, for a fixed substrate temperature and 



input plasma power there is a well defined point in the Ga flux/N, flow 

phase space a t  Ivhich the nucleation and Srolvth is optimized. The best 

explanation assumes that these results are all a consequence of there being 

several different reactive nitrogen species in the plasma stream which 

interact differently with the substrate and with metallic Ga supplied during 

film growth. 

The best sample, number 359, lies close to the boundary separating the 

nucleation of pure cubic GaN from the nucleation of mixed phase films. It 

has lowest index, the smoothest surface and the smallest optical thickness of 

any sample (374 may be slightly thinner). The best film grown at a higher 

nitrogen flow, 353, was grown at almost exactly the same Ga flux. In all 

respects it is only slightly worse than 359. This is consistent with the 

saturation of active nitrogen with increasing flow as illustrated in Figure 14. 

The experimental points corresponding to pure cubic epitaxy are represented 

as open squares and the mixed phase films as solid triangles. From Figure 5 it 

is evident that there is a ridge in the growth rate vs. N, flow response surface 

on which the crystallinitv of the cubic phase and the planarity of the interface 

is superior. Electrical characterization of the films on the ridge indicate that 

of these films those grown at or near an N- flow of -1.0 sccrn are the best and 

flows greater than 4.0 sccrn are better than lower floI\-s. To look for a 

correlation with the variation of individual nitrogen species in the plasma 

stream the relative variations of No, N,* and N2- were all normalized to pass 

through the point (0.4%, 4.0) on the R,, vs. NZ flow diagram. No is plotted as a 



dashed line, IV-* as a chain line, and N,- as a solid line. The N,' variation 

easily separates the pure cubic samples from the mised phase films nucleated 

under Ga rich conditions. From this it is inferred that Nz+ is the single most 

important nitrogen specie in the present experiment. Assuming that. hi" is 

more important than N2* in then it may be assumed that optimal films are 

obtained for a particular N"/N,+ ratio. 

Sample 359 was the thinnest nitride film in the study. It had the largest 

center-to-edge thickness nonuniformity associated with one of the most 

uniform center to edge index variations. The RHEED diffraction was very 

streaky as compared to other samples. It had the smoothest surface as 

measured by AFM. Of all the samples with Schottky like I-V characteristics it 

had the lowest reverse leakage current. The C-V response for 359 was the 

most nearly ideal with the measured insulator capacitance most closely 

corresponding to that estimated from the optical thickness. Figure 14 shows 

that the N,- variation can be used to define a boundary between the pure 

cubic and mixed phase cr>-Stals. At higher nitrogen flo~vs the h;,* \,ariation 

comes very close to exactly separating those mixed crystals for which the 

index and roughness correlate (below the line) for those mixed crystals for the 

index and roughness anticorrelate (above the line). 

It  has been previously noted that the electrical behavior of films grown 

a t  f l o ~ s  greater than 4.0 sccm are qualitatiLrelv different from those grown at 

floIvs belo[\, -1.0 sccm. This is most immediately obl-ious ~trhen comparing the 

radial thickness of 3S3 with all of the "good" samples grou7n at low flows. 



The I-V characteristics of the best mixed phase samples g o w n  at l o ~ v  floivs 

ivert. much \\wrse than those of the best mixed phase samples gro1X-n zt  high 

flow. Finallir, the C-17 response of both the cubic and mixed phase films were 

superior \,Then the films were grown at higher flows as compared to lolcer 

flows. Figure 14 \\'as drawn with the intent demonstrating the role of 

different nitrogen species in determining the phase purity of the nitride films. 

All of the qualitative differences described above suggest that a transition 

from ion rich flow to a neutral rich flow does indeed occur. 

This is further emphasized in Figure 12 where the rms surface 

roughness is plotted as a function of index. Note that while there is an 

excellent correlation for films grown at flo~vs between 2.0 and 5.0 sccm the 

films grown at 1.0 sccm are much rougher than expected. Films gro~7n at 7.5 

sccm are slightly rougher than expected except for sample 390. These results 

can be explained in terms of the effect of energetic ions smoothing the surface 

during growth. Molnar and Moustakas have studied the morphology of GaN 

grown with an ECR source as a function of ion energy. ECR sources produce 

more N,' than anv other active nitrogen specie with the possible exception of 

N2*. At low ion energies the surface was rough from island growth. As the 

ion energy IVRS increased the surface became smooth and at  the highest 

energies the surface roughened again. In this study we find that 

concentrations of both N,- and hT- at 1.0 sccm are double the concentrations 

observed at 2.0 sccm a s  seen in Figure 3. This suggests that ion damage is 

significant a t  1.0 sccm, that ion assisted planarization of the surface is 



optimized at  4.0 sccm and that at  7.5 sccm it has decreased to the point where 

islandins is beginning to affect the morphology. 



Conclusions 

The s5rnthesis of an unfaulted GaN film on c? GaAs substrate is 

extremel\. difficult. A survey of the extant literature on the nucleation and 

0 (Trowth of nitrides on GaAs has not revealed a single chemically active 

nitrogen source which does not appear to attack the substrate while 

simultaneously producing crystalline nitride overgrowth. The problem is 

minimized for the growth of GaN on GaAs. For this pair there is no chemical 

gradient in the cation profile and GaN is the most covalent of the nitrides. 

This minimizes the interface dipole resulting from the large difference in the 

electronegativity between As and N. An interfacial dipole may be the actual 

driving force for interface degrada tion.42 

The results presented here have been discussed in terms of 

stoichiometric, Ga-rich, and As-rich growth. These terms are not technically 

correct as they follow from the assumption that the best crystals will be 

nucleated under a 1:l Ga:N flux ratio. Using a plasma nitrogen source 

stoichiometry is a poorly defined concept given the presence of several active 

nitrogen species. Also, only unreconstructed (1 x 1) GaN surfaces were 

observed during film growth. It has been shown that grolvth with c(2 x 2) 

reconstructed surfaces (Ga rich surfaces) are associated with better optical 

properties. This implies that nucleation and groix-th must be optimized 

separatelv. 

The essential conclusions drawn from the present study are that a)  the 

relati\-e concentrs tions of the nitrogen plasma species is an important 
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parameter in characterizing the groLvth kinetics of cubic GaN; b)  nucfeation 

under esccssi\~eIv nitrogen rich conditions causes degradation of the Gs-As 

substrate while nucleation under excessively gallium rich conditions causes 

the growth of mixed phase films; c) the use of As to promote the formation of 

the cubic phase is necessary only during the first few monolayers for growth 

at 620 "C; and d) single wavelength ellipsometry provides a fast, sensitive, and 

nondestructive measure of thin film/interface quality. 
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Figure Captions 

Figare 1) 

high conductance orifice piate running 4 sccm of N2 at 300 W of rf porver. 

Figure 2) 

Optical emission spectra for the 0 . A R  plasma source using the 

Absolute emission intensity from the OAR plasma source of the 

characteristic emission lines for atomic and molecular species as a function of 

nitrogen floiv into the plasma cell at  300 W of rf power. 

Figure 3) 

species shown in Figure 5 normalized to the intensity of the N,* 2"d positive 

emission. 

Figure 4) 

source using the high conductance orifice plate used in this study (37~1.0 mm 

holes) with the low conductance orifice plate (37~0.5 mm holes) which is 

standard for this plasma source. 

Figure 5) 

The characteristic emission lines for atomic and molecular 

Comparison of the spectra obtained from the OAR plasma 

A response surface for the nucleation of PGaN on GaAs under 

an initial As flux. Each data point is labeled with a run number. The solid 

lines are the upper and lower bounds of the region in which pure cubic films 

were obtained. The dashed line marks a boundarv above which substantial 

surface roughening occurs the variation at low flows simply assumes it to be 

parallel to the solid line boundaries. 

Figure 6) Cross-sectional high resolution TEM images (top) and 

corresponding electron diffraction patterns (bottom) of sample 356 

perpendicular (a, c) and parallel (b, d)  to the SEMI spec major flat. The streaks 

a t  (111) diffraction spots in (c) are arising from stacking faults whose densiti- is 



typically higher for "perpendicular" cross-sections (a) as compared to the 

cross-section parallel to the major flat (b). Not streaks are visible in (d). 

Figure 7) 

(i) and perpendicular to (b) the SEMI spec major flat. The crescent shaped 

distortions in (a) and the distortion below the central peak in (b) are both a 

consequence of the high stacking fault density observed in Figure 6. 

Figure 8) 

X-ray KblAPs of sample 356 l \ s i t h  the x-rav line source paral1t.i to 

Cross-sectional high resolution TEM images of samples 346 (a) 

and 343 (b) perpendicular to the SEMI spec major flat. Sample 346 was 

nucleated nitrogen rich relative to 356 and shows some pitting of the GaAs 

substrate and hexagonal grains (aGaN) near the interface which are 

overgrown bv cubic GaN. For sample 343 (b) the Ga to N flux ratio during 

nucleation was intermediate to 356 and 346. Pitting of the substrate is still 

observed, but the formation of hexagonal grains has been suppressed. 

Figure 9) 

diffraction pattern (b) of sample 357 perpendicular to the SEMI spec major flat. 

Tnis sample was nucleated gallium rich relative to 356 and shows large 

hexagonal grains nucleating at or near the interface which are not overgrown 

by cubic GaN. There is no evidence of pitting in the GaAs substrate. 

Figure 10) X-ralT KblAPs of samples 346 (a), 343 (b), 356 (c), and 357 (d) rlrith 

the x-ray line source parallel to the SEMI spec major flat. Features due to the 

(00.2) reflection of hexagonal GaN are obser\.ed in the maps of 316 and 357. 

High resolution TEM image (a) and corresponding electron 



Figure 11) Ellipsometric thickness variation as a function of radial distance 

from Ivafer center for several GaN films. Solid lines indicate pure cubic films 

Lvhile dashed lines indicate mixed phase films. 

Figure 12) The rms surface roughness shows a square root dependence on 

wafer center refractive index for wafers grown with nitrogen fluxes in the 

range of 2-5 sccm. 

Figure 13) 

diodes. Solid lines indicate pure cubic films while dashed lines indicate 

mixed phase films. 

Figure 14) 

species are plotted assuming equal concentrations a t  a nitrogen flow of 4.0 

sccm where the best films were obtained. Point on the response surface 

representing pure cubic films are shown as open squares. Mixed phase films 

are shown as solid triangles. All cubic films fall below the N,' boundary. At 

fluxes above 7.0 sccm the N,* boundary closely follows the smooth rough 

boundary drawn in Figure 5. 

Current density vs. applied bias for several Schottky/GaN/GaAs 

The measured intensity variation of three plasma nitrogen 
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